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Our Programme
hcmf//’s Learning & Participation programme engaged with over 400 participants through
a wide range of activities during the 2017 Festival. With a focus on health & wellbeing,
digital creativity and professional development, hcmf// produced 12 events across the
course of 10 days. The events engaged with babies & toddlers; children & adults through
a series of interdisciplinary and participatory activities including music, dance, electronics,
visuals and art.

Momentum II
In May – July 2017,
hcmf// ran Momentum II
– a music for health
project with refugees and
asylum seekers at The
Reach Project, and
inmates at Leeds prison.
Over 50 participants had
the opportunity to
explore a wide range of
instruments, develop
song-writing skills and
record their songs.

‘I’ve learnt how to write songs and express myself…it has made me
feel free and [the session] is a place to escape prison life.’
Participant

By beings in two places at once v2:
Mira Calix installation
Electronic musician Mira Calix
presented a sound installation
meditating on the indivisible states
of digital and physical living, as part
of the University of Huddersfield’s
‘Activating Inclusive Sound Spaces’
conference.
Calix’s piece, by beings in two places
at once v2, served as an exploration
of simultaneous living - considering
the way millions of people translate
experiences online and off.
hcmf// interviewed Calix on the
piece’s process as part of an
ongoing podcast series:
https://hcmf.co.uk/mira-calix/

The Metal Playground
In collaboration with composer Dominic Murcott, performers arx duo delivered a
dynamic workshop for children aged 7-12 years old, who explored a hidden sound world
of large and rare percussion instruments, through playing, creating and storytelling.

‘Dominic was a terrific workshop leader. Inclusive, creative and calm with gentle discipline
through humour. Fantastic!’
Participant

hcmf// shorts
hcmf// shorts took place as part of ‘Free Monday’ on 20 November and
offered a packed programme of free concerts and activities, including the
return of our popular Pop-Up Art School. Over 2000 people attended 15
concerts over the day, across eight different venues.

In 2017, artists / ensembles included Gilles Grimaître, LUX:NM,
Kevin Fairbairn, Passepartout Duo and Sukitoa o Namau.

Heavy Metal: An exploration of bells and percussion
This was an opportunity
for adults to explore metal
percussion, specifically
around the science and
spectral aspects of bells.
The nine adults that
participated also had the
chance to learn about the
technical intricacies of
writing for unusual tuned
percussion and did some
composition activities.

‘I liked walking around and listening to a sine tone and hearing it change...The
workshop helped me understand how Dominic Murcott’s piece was created.’
Participant

The blurred line: between drawing and sound
Manchester-based artist Aliyah Hussain
delivered a collaborative project that
explored the relationships between sound
and visuals using traditional print
techniques, drawing, amplification and
sound manipulation.
15 participants had the opportunity to
make their own soundscape through the
physical action of drawing & monoprinting.

‘I enjoyed the collaboration and the choice
of instruments, with the layered process.
I loved combining so many elements.’
‘Chilled, creative and challenging’
Participants

Improvising Electronics: Lauren Sarah Hayes
This workshop was developed in an
attempt to demystify the process of live
electronic music while breaking down
access barriers to working with and
building custom instruments.
Electronic musician and haptics specialist
Lauren Sarah Hayes provided women
participants with the opportunity to
build DIY instruments from scratch, later
mentoring them in digital augmentation
and hardware improvisation.

‘[It’s] really good to have a women-only space. I have tried to go to some
electronics workshops before but was the only girl there - electronic music
and engineering is a big men only space. This is easy to learn in.’
Participant

Music For Young Players

In partnership with Sound and Music and the British Music Collection, six Kirklees
primary schools participated in our Music for Young Players workshops, which comprised
of a six-week, in-school composition course focusing on the eponymous scores of the
1960s and 1970s.This culminated in a full-scale performance by 151 participants at the
Huddersfield Town Hall, conducted by Duncan Chapman.

CeReNeM Masterclass: Hilda Paredes

Featured hcmf// 2017 composer Hilda Paredes offered her
expertise to four emerging women composers in this masterclass
hosted by the University of Huddersfield’s Centre For Research In
New Music (CeReNeM). Participants were selected from an open
call in an attempt to give a wide range of musicians the access to
this unique experience in the contemporary field.

‘I enjoyed the most learning Hilda’s perspective on my piece and the
music of other participants. The masterclass was stimulating, and the
comments from Hilda shaped my thought on my future pieces.’
Participant

hcmf// in Lego
This all ages block-building experience
offered the hcmf// audience the
chance to recreate iconic festival
moments in Lego.
Participants either worked solo on
their own Lego sculptures (including a
recreation of the 2008 edition’s Frank
Zappa tribute) or collaboratively on a
project to reimagine the mobile
performance of Stockhausen’s
Sternklang, performed in 1988.
Others were simply content to take
some blocks and build Lego violins.

Pop-Up Art School

On the Festival’s second weekend, the hcmf// hub was briefly converted into a
burgeoning art-school, which drew in 75 participants to celebrate the featured
composer Pauline Oliveros.
Facilitated by creative specialists and PGCE teachers at the University of
Huddersfield, Festival attendees were invited to paint, craft and explore instruments.

Music at Play: Imaginary Communities
Creating a sensory experience focused on storytelling, drama and magical sounds, hcmf//
formed a new partnership with local theatre company Chol Theatre, delivering a music
and theatre workshop to under 5s and their parents/carers.
41 participants explored diverse new sounds and drama together.

“It was a lovely combination of a structured storytelling session
with free play and lots of lovely materials and instruments. It
made everyone feel included.”
Participant
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